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Abstract

We introduce an architecture and toolkit for building dialogue managers currently being
developed in the TRINDI project� based on the notions of information state and dialogue
move engine� The aim is to provide a framework for experimenting with implementations
of di�erent theories of information state� information state update and dialogue control�
A number of dialogue managers are currently being built using the toolkit� and we present
a detailed look at one of them� We believe that this framework will make implementation
of dialogue processing theories easier� also facilitating comparison of di�erent types of
dialogue systems� thus helping to achieve a prerequisite for arriving at a best practice for
the development of the dialogue management component of a spoken dialogue system�

� Introduction

We discuss a candidate model for best practice in the development of the dialogue

management component of a spoken dialogue system� At this early stage in devel�

opment of such systems� there is a wide range of current practice� depending in part

on the di�erent tasks that such systems are put to� but also on external factors�

such as preference and background of the developers� In order to determine what

the best practice is� if indeed there can be a single model that is useful for the whole

range of such systems� it is necessary to be able to compare and evaluate these com�

ponents� A big di�culty is that not only are the dialogue management components

themselves radically di�erent� but the systems of which they are a part are also

quite heterogeneous� making principled comparison of the components di�cult� if

not impossible�

What we propose is a view of dialogue management functions in terms of infor�

mation state� Key to this approach is identifying the relevant aspects of information

in dialogue� how they are updated� and how updating processes are controlled� This

simple view can be used to compare a range of approaches and speci	c theories of

dialogue management within the same framework �as well as facilitating hybrid

approaches�� Use of the framework will thus allow comparison to determine empir�

ically which is the best practice�

The term information state of a dialogue represents the information neces�

sary to distinguish it from other dialogues� representing the cumulative additions
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from previous actions in the dialogue� and motivating future action� For example�

statements generally add propositional information� questions generally provide mo�

tivation for others to provide speci	c statements� Information state is also referred

to by similar names� such as �conversational score� or �discourse context and

�mental state� Generally� although not necessarily� we will also talk about the in�

formation state of participants of the dialogue� representing the information that

those participants have at a particular point in the dialogue � what they brought

with them to the dialogue� what they pick up� and how they are motivated to act

in the �near� future�

We present a particular view toward the formalization of the notion of informa�

tion state in such a way that allows speci	c theories of dialogue to be formalized�

implemented� tested� compared� and iteratively reformulated� Key to this approach

will be a notion of update of information state� with most updates related to the

observation and performance of dialogue moves� We will present the framework

for modeling information state in the next section� As well as the framework itself�

we have been developing a toolkit to allow system designers to build dialogue man�

agement components according to their particular theories of information states�

this will be described in Section � � We have also begun to build several di�erent

sorts of systems using the toolkit� some of which will be brie�y described in Sec�

tion �� We conclude� in Section �� with a discussion comparing this approach to

some other methods for building dialogue management components�

� The Information State Approach to Dialogue Modeling

We view an information state theory of dialogue modeling as consisting of�

� a description of the informational components of the theory of dialogue

modeling� including aspects of common context as well as internal motivating

factors �e�g�� participants� common ground� linguistic and intentional struc�

ture� obligations and commitments� beliefs� intentions� user models� etc��
� formal representations of the above components �e�g�� as lists� sets� typed

feature structures� records� Discourse Representation Structures �DRSs�� propo�

sitions or modal operators within a logic� etc��
� a set of dialoguemoves that will trigger the update of the information state�

These will generally also be correlated with externally performed actions�

such as particular natural language utterances� A complete theory of dialogue

behavior will also require rules for recognizing and realizing the performance of

these moves� e�g�� with traditional speech and natural language understanding

and generation systems�
� a set of update rules� that govern the updating of the information state�

given various conditions of the current information state and performed dia�

logue moves� including �in the case of participating in a dialogue rather than

just monitoring one� a set of selection rules� that license choosing a particular

dialogue move to perform given conditions of the current information state
� an update strategy for deciding which rule�s� to select at a given point�

from the set of applicable ones� This strategy can range from something as
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simple as �pick the 	rst rule that applies to more sophisticated arbitration

mechanisms� based on game theory� utility theory� or statistical methods�

It is important to distinguish information state approaches to dialogue modeling

from other� structural� dialogue state approaches� These latter approaches conceive

a �legal dialogue as behaving according to some grammar� with the states rep�

resenting the results of performing a dialogue move in some previous state� and

each state licensing a set of allowable next dialogue moves� The �information is

thus implicit in the state itself and the relationship it plays to other states� It may

be di�cult to transform an information state view to a dialogue state view� since

there�s no necessary 	niteness restriction on information states �depending on the

type of information modeled�� and the motivations for update and picking a next

dialogue move �using update rules� and update strategy� may rely on only a part of

the information available� rather than the whole state� On the other hand� it is very

easy to model dialogue state as information state� the information is the dialogue

state� itself� This is easily modeled as a register indicating the state number �for 	�

nite state models� or a stack for recursive transition networks�� The dialogue moves

will be the same moves that are used in the dialogue state theory� the update rules

will be the transitions in the dialogue state theory� formulated as an update to a

new state� given the previous state and performance of the action� and the update

strategy will be much the same as in the transition network �i�e�� deterministic or

non�deterministic� etc��

Structural dialogue state approaches have often been contrasted with plan�based

approaches to dialogue modeling �e�g�� by �Cohen� ����� Sadek � De Mori� �������

Structure�based approaches are usually viewed as viable for simple� scripted dia�

logues� while plan�based approaches� though more complex and di�cult to embed

in practical dialogue systems� are seen as more amenable to �exible dialogue behav�

ior� Plan�based approaches are also criticized as being more opaque� especially given

the large amount of procedural processing and lack of a well�founded semantics for

plan�related operations� An information�state approach allows one to fruitfully com�

bine the two approaches� using the advantages of each� The information state may

include aspects of dialogue state as well as more mentalistic notions such as beliefs�

intentions� plans� etc� Moreover� casting the updates in terms of update rules and

strategies that apply the rules under appropriate conditions provides for a more

transparent� declarative representation of system behavior than most procedural

programs� rendering the resulting dialogue manager easily amenable to experimen�

tation with di�erent dialogue strategies�

In the rest of this section� we will present the aspects of information state in a

little more detail� To keep a degree of concreteness� we will make reference to an

example theory of information state developed by Cooper and Larsson� described

in more detail in �Cooper et al�� ����� Traum et al�� ����� Bohlin et al�� ����a��

��� informational components

Information state is usually not conceived of as a monolithic node in a transition

network �as with dialogue state�� but rather as consisting of several interacting com�
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ponents� There is a wide range of possibilities as to what kinds of components should

be used to model dialogue� The 	rst choice point comes as to whether to model

the participants� internal state� or more external aspects of the dialogue� There are

also many ways of modeling the internal state of a participant� One can choose to

model the mental state of the agent �attitudes such as belief� desire� intention� along

with social correlates such as mutual belief� joint intention� and obligation� �e�g��

�Bretier � Sadek� ����� Traum � Allen� ������� or one can take a more structural

view of the dialogue� concentrating on the performance of actions and various sorts

of accessibility relationships� �e�g�� �Ahrenberg et al�� ������� It may also be useful

to distinguish components of information state into static and dynamic aspects�

The former are those aspects of information state that are not expected to change

during the course of a dialogue� but are still very useful to modeling the progres�

sion of the dialogue� Examples of static information state components could include

things like domain knowledge� or knowledge of dialogue conventions� It depends on

the type of dialogue being modeled� and the scope of the conversation as to which

aspects will be assumed to be static vs� dynamic �e�g�� contrasting a knowledge

acquisition system vs� a question answering system � the former may want to treat

domain knowledge as dynamic� while the latter would see it as static�� Marking

some information as static may have some advantages in e�cient implementation�

since various compilation shortcuts and memory allocation could be performed� It

is still good practice to have declarative knowledge sources rather than implicit

knowledge in program �or 	nite state automaton� control structure� to be able to

reuse the same knowledge for di�erent dialogue situations�

Our example information state is a simpli	ed version of the dialogue game board

which has been proposed by Ginzburg �Ginzburg� ����a� Ginzburg� ����b� Ginzburg�

������ There is some information assumed to be private �including beliefs� and an

agenda of actions to perform in the dialogue� and some that is assumed to be shared

�propositions assumed to be shared beliefs� questions under discussion �QUD�� and

the latest dialogue move performed �lm��� This small set of informational elements

was used to track the behavior of participants in information seeking dialogues�

including asking and answering �potentially elliptical� questions and accumulating

information �Cooper et al�� ����� Poesio et al�� ������

��� formal representations

Given a choice of what aspects of the dialogue structure and the participants� in�

ternal state to model� the question then arises as to how to model them� There are

a wide number of choices� from simple abstract data types� to more complex infor�

mational systems� such as logics �with associated inference systems� and statistical

systems of various �avors� These choices will be related to the particular theory of

accessibility of these elements� and will also a�ect other processing issues� such as

comprehensiveness and e�ciency� As an example� consider an aspect of informa�

tion state such as actions to be performed in the dialogue �e�g�� an agenda� plan� or

other such bundle of intentions�� There�s a choice as to whether to represent tokens

separately �e�g�� with some sort of list� or just types� not distinguishing between
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multiple tokens of the same type �e�g�� with a set�� Given a choice of representing a

list� there is still the question of accessibility � should it be a FIFO queue� a LIFO

stack� or some more open structure� allowing access to the whole list� Likewise� if

an agent�s beliefs are represented� should this be a set� some sort of ordered list� or

a complete logical inference system� in which implicit beliefs are also said to hold

given some con	guration of explicit beliefs�

���

�
���
private �

h
bel � Set�Prop�
agenda � Stack�Action�

i
shared �

�
bel � Set�Prop�
qud � Stack�Question�
lm � Move

�
�
���

Our example information state is represented as a record �Cooper � Larsson�

������ as shown in ���� Here private and shared information are represented as sub�

records� each with several 	elds� Each 	eld is either a value� a set or a stack� with

the type of information �proposition� action� question or move� indicated�

��� dialogue moves

Dialogue moves are meant to serve as an abstraction between the large number of

di�erent possible messages that can be sent �especially in a natural language� and

the types of update to be made on the basis of performed utterances� Dialoguemoves

can also provide an abstract level for content generation� There are also a number

of dialogue move taxonomies to choose from� some principles regarding this issue

are outlined in �Traum� ������ There must be at least su�cient types of dialogue

moves to provide the di�erent kinds of updates desired� The set of dialogue moves

to choose is also in�uenced by the task of language interpretation � how easy will it

be to �reliably� determine that one move vs� another has been performed� Another

complicating issue is how to capture the inherent multi�functionality of utterances �

with complex moves and move taxonomies� where each move has multiple functions�

or with a set of more simple moves that corresponding to each utterance� Dialogue

moves do not need to be conceived of as speech�acts in the sense of �Searle� ������

but can be any mediating input� e�g�� logical forms or even word�lattices augmented

with likelihoods�

Our example information state theory uses only two moves� ask and answer�

��� update rules

Update rules formalize the way that information state is changed as the dialogue

progresses� Each rule consists of a set of applicability conditions and a set of e�ects�

The applicability conditions specify aspects of the information state that must be

present for the rule to be appropriate� E�ects are changes that will be made to

the information state when the rule has been applied �assuming that all conditions

hold�� Update rules are meant to encapsulate coherent bundles of change to the

information state� given a particular theory of dialogue� While conditions and e�ects

are related to coherent operations on an abstract datatype� regardless of application
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to a theory of dialogue� update rules specialize these operations further to be speci	c

�potentially complex� building blocks of a dialogue theory�

Continuing our example information state theory� the rule for adding a question

to QUD if an ask move has been performed is shown in �
�� This rule has two

conditions� that the latest move was of type ask� and that the top of the agenda

was the action of raising a question� the e�ects are to pop this item from the agenda�

and push the question that is the content of both the raise agenda item and the ask

dialogue move� Other update rules in our sample information state theory include

rules to remove the question from the QUD if an answer move has been performed�

to add an action to answer the top question on the QUD �if asked by the other

agent�� and to select an answer move on the basis of the top of the agenda�

�
�

u�rule� integrateSysAsk

pre�
n
val�shared�lm� ask�usr�Q��
fst�private�agenda� raise�question�Q��

eff�
n

push�shared�qud� Q�
pop�private�agenda�

��� update strategy

Along with the set of update rules� a strategy for how to apply the rules is needed�

This is� in many cases� going to be crucial for the design of the rules themselves�

Given a particular update strategy� one may need to make adaptations to the rules�

and perhaps also aspects of the information state itself� in order to guarantee a

particular sequence of rule applications� There�s also a question of whether to have

separate strategies for choosing di�erent types of update rules �i�e�� for observation

and selection of dialogue moves�� and whether these processes can be ordered or

asynchronously applied� Some of the types of update strategies we have considered

include�

�� Take the 	rst rule that applies �iteratively until no rules apply�


� Apply each rule �if applicable� in sequence

�� Apply rules according to class

�� Choose among applicable rules using probabilistic information

�� Present choices to user to decide �for development modes�

For our sample information state� we use algorithm � in the list�

��� Discussion

There is thus a synergy between choices for the components of information state� the

conceptual notions� formal representations� dialogue moves� update rules� and up�

date strategy� A complete theory of dialogue update will need to include a smoothly

interacting combination of these aspects� However� it is still very possible to hold

some of them constant while trying out other possibilities for the others� E�g�� dif�

ferent ways of representing a concept� di�erent rules for doing updates� or di�erent

update strategies for applying rules� This experimentation is a central part of our
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current work� In the next section� we present an architecture for implementing and

testing this approach to information state update�

Given the sample informational components described above� we can track in�

formation states in simple information�seeking dialogue� A short question�answer

exchange is illustrated in �� Before the exchange� the system has an agenda item

to raise the question about the user�s destination� This meets the conditions for

the update rule that selects an ask move� After the system utterance� the update

algorithmwill 	rst apply the rule shown in �
�� After the user utterance� the rule for

integrating user answers will check that the answer matches the question topmost

on QUD� and will then pop the question o� the QUD� and integrate the answer

into the shared beliefs�

��� Sys� Where do you want to go�

Usr� Malvern

� TrindiKit� A Dialogue Move Engine Toolkit

The information�state approach to dialogue modeling described in the previous

section yields a computational theory of dialogue that naturally lends itself to

implementation� We call the implementation of such a theory of dialogue dynamics

a Dialogue Move Engine �DME�� since its main functions are updating information

state based on the observance of moves and selecting moves to be performed� This

DME� together with some connective material� forms the dialogue management

and discourse tracking aspects of a dialogue system� A complete dialogue system

would need modules �or sets of modules� to perform at least the following additional

functions�

� user interface � to receive input from and present output to the user�
� interpretation � to calculate from the input which dialogue moves have been

performed� adding these to a special latest move part of the information state�
� generation � to take the contents of the special next move part of the infor�

mation state� and produce the output�
� control � to wire together the other modules� either serially or in parallel�

As part of the TRINDI project� and described more fully in �Larsson et al��

������ we are developing a DME toolkit called TrindiKit� which provides the basic

architecture as well as facilities for implementing theories of information state�

The general architecture of TrindiKit is shown schematically in Figure �� Dialogue

management is handled by the control module� the DME� and the information

state�� The DME can consist of one or multipleUpdate Modules� each containing

� We use the termDME in two senses� a broader sense� meaning the implementation of the
�ve components of the information�state based dialogue modeling approach described
in the previous section� and more narrowly� within such an implementation� as the
collection of modules implementing the update algorithm� applying update rules and
	consuming
 and 	producing
 dialogue moves� in the process�

� Likewise� Information State is used both to denote the components of the theoretical
approach to dialogue modeling� and the speci�c blackboard�like system module that
allows inspection and update �via update rules� of the current state�
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a di�erent set of rules and potentially a di�erent algorithm� Typically the DME

contains an update module and a selection module� encapsulating the functions

of integrating observed dialogue moves� and selecting new ones for the system to

say� Under an architecture of this sort� it is up to the control module as to how to

interleave these two functions�

Resource Interface
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Obligatory component
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plan library

Dialogue Move Engine (DME)

GenerationInterpretation

Fig� �� The TRINDI DME Architecture

The components of the architecture are the the total information state �TIS��

consisting of the information state proper �IS�� as well as interface variables for

communicating with language processing modules and non�linguistic resources� the

Dialogue Move Engine� consisting of one or more DME modules� other dialogue

system modules �DME�external�� and a control module� wiring together the other

modules� either in sequence or through some asynchronous mechanism� The IS

is speci	ed using abstract data types� each permitting a speci	c set of queries to

inspect the type and operations to change it� These are the building blocks of update

rules� which can be used by other modules to inspect and change the information

state in coherent ways�

Some of the components are obligatory� and others are optional or user�de	ned�

To build a system� one must minimally supply an information state type� at least

one DME module� consisting of TIS update rules and an algorithm� and a control

module� operating according to a control algorithm� Any useful system is also likely

to need additional modules� e�g� for getting input from the user� interpreting this

input� generating system utterances� and providing output for the user� The other

modules will generally communicate with the rest of the system through designated

interface variables� Other resources� such as databases� plan libraries� etc�� can also

be integrated into the system� using an interface that allows the same kinds of

queries and operations as for the IS proper� allowing update rules to be oblivious to
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whether the components are part of the information state or external resources� A

possible setup of DME�external modules� is indicated by dashed lines in Figure ��

Note that the illustrated module setup is just an example� The TRINDIKIT pro�

vides methods for de	ning any number of both DME�modules and DME�external

modules� with associated interface variables�

Apart from the general architecture de	ned above� the TRINDIKIT provides def�

initions of datatypes �for use in TIS variable de	nitions�� a language and format for

specifying TIS update rules� methods for accessing the TIS� an algorithm de	nition

language for DME and control modules� default modules for input� interpretation�

generation and output� methods for converting items from one type to another�

methods for visually inspecting the TIS� and debugging facilities�

� Implementations using TrindiKit

A number of systems are currently being developed using the TrindiKit� We will

look at two of them in some detail� GoDiS� developed at Gothenburg University

by Cooper� Larsson and Bohlin �Bohlin et al�� ����a�� which uses an extension

of the information state theory used as an example in Section 
� and the EDIS

system �Matheson et al�� 
����� developed at University of Edinburgh uses a notion

of information state based on �Poesio � Traum� ������ More details of these and

other TrindiKit systems can be found in �Bos et al�� ������

��� GoDiS

GoDiS is an experimental dialogue system built using the TrindiKit� It uses fairly

simple algorithms for control� update and selection modules� keyword�based inter�

pretation and template�based generation� The notion of information state used in

GoDiS is an extension of that illustrated in Section 
� and is currently able to handle

simple grounding phenomena as well as question accommodation� allowing users to

answer unasked but salient questions� The GoDiS system currently distinguishes �

dialogue move types� ask� answer� repeat� request repeat� greet� goodbye� thank and

quit�

The main division in the information state is between information that is pri�

vate to the system and that which is assumed to be shared between the dialogue

participants� What we mean by shared information here is that which has been

explicitly established during the conversation�� The shared 	eld is divided into

three sub	elds� One sub	eld is a set of propositions which the agent assumes for

the sake of the conversation� The second sub	eld is for a stack of questions under

discussion �qud�� These are questions that have been raised and are currently un�

der discussion in the dialogue� The 	nal shared 	eld contains information about

the latest move �speaker� move type and content��

The private information contains four sub	elds� The bel 	eld contains propo�

sitions that the system holds to be true� The agenda 	eld contains the system�s

� akin to the 	conversational scoreboard
 in �Lewis� �����
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short term intentions for the next turn� The plan 	eld is a list of actions that are

longer�term dialogue goals� This plan can� however� be changed during the course

of the conversation� We also have a 	eld tmp that mirrors the shared 	elds� This

	eld keeps track of shared information that has not yet been grounded� i�e� con�

	rmed as having been understood by the other dialogue participant� In this way it

is easy to delete information which the agent has optimistically assumed to have

become shared if it should turn out that the other dialogue participant does not

understand or accept it� A variant of the system �with a few di�erent update rules�

allows a system to pursue a cautious rather than optimistic strategy with respect

to grounding� In this version� information will at 	rst only be placed on tmp until

it has been acknowledged by the other dialogue participant whereupon it can be

moved from tmp to the appropriate shared 	eld� in a manner similar to the way

CDU works in the EDIS system� described in the next section�

The update rules in GoDiS include an ability to perform several kinds of ac�

commodation when the appropriate expected structures are not on the QUD or

Plan� In real human�human dialogues� dialogue participants can address questions

that have not been explicitly raised in the dialogue� However� the question is still

needed� to allow interpretation of elliptical utterances� An example from a travel

agency dialogue� Is shown in ����

��� J� what month do you want to go

P� well around �rd �th april � some time there

P� as cheap as possible

The strategy we adopt for interpreting elliptical utterances is to think of them as

short answers to questions on QUD �in the sense of �Ginzburg� ����a� Ginzburg�

����b� Ginzburg� ������� A suitable question here isWhat kind of price does C want

for the ticket� � This question is not under discussion at the point when the customer

says �as cheap as possible� but it can be inferred from the context� In fact J will

have as part of his plan� the action of raising this question � On our analysis it is this

fact which enables J to interpret the ellipsis� He 	nds the matching question on his

plan� accommodates by placing it on QUD and then continues with the integration

of the information expressed by as cheap as possible as normal�

A similar situation arises when there is no current plan to use as context for

interpretation� For example� if a travel agent discovers that his customer wishes to

get information about a �ight he will adopt a plan to ask her where she wants to

go� when she wants to go� what price class she wants and so on� In cases where the

customer does not state her errand explicitly� but rather answers some question�s�

�e�g� about destination and means of transport�� the agent must infer what the task

is� We call this process task accommodation� and it is closely related to question

accommodation�

A sample information state� resulting from the dialogue in ���� is shown in ����

� This dialogue has been translated from Swedish� It was collected by the University of
Lund�
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��� Sys� Welcome to the travel agency�

Usr� flights to paris

Sys� What city do you want to go from�

���

�
�����������

private �

�
������

bel � fg
agenda � hi

plan �

	 raise�R��return�R���
raise�M��month�M���
raise�C��class�C���
respond�P��price�P��




tmp � �same as shared�

�
������

shared �

�
bel � f�to�paris���how�plane�g
qud � hX��from�X�i
lm � ask�sys�Y��from�Y��

�

�
�����������

The user utterance is seen as answering two questions� however� no task or plan

has yet been established and no questions have been raised� To be able to integrate

the utterance� the system must 	nd a task associated with a plan which includes

the raising of questions which match the answers given� Once the task �in this

case getting price information about a trip� has been accommodated and the plan

entered into the plan 	eld� the questions can be accommodated and the answers

integrated� As a consequence of this process� the information state now contains a

plan which guides the system behavior�

Given the kind of information state illustrated in ���� we can provide update rules

which accommodate questions� A formalization of the accommodate question

move is given in ���� When interpreting the latest utterance by the other participant�

the system makes the assumption that it was a reply move with content A� This

assumption requires accommodating some question Q such that A is a relevant

answer to Q� The condition �answer�to� A�Q � is true if A is a relevant answer

to Q given the current information state� according to some �possibly domain�

dependent� de	nition of question�answer relevance�

���

u�rule� accommodateQuestion�Q�A�

pre�

�
valRec�shared�lm� answer�usr�A���
inRec�private�plan� raise�Q��
answer�to� A�Q �

eff�
n

delRec�private�plan� raise�Q��
pushRec�shared�qud� Q�

GoDiS uses an update algorithm where di�erent types of rules are applied at

di�erent stages of the update process� There are currently � rule types and 
�

rules�

� re�ll � puts new actions on the agenda �� rules�

� grounding � handles grounding �
 rules�

� integrate� integrates the e�ects of the latest move ��
 rules�

� accommodate� handles question �and task� accommodation �� rules�

� database� performs database search �
 rules�

� store� stores current shared in private�tmp �� rule�

and the update algorithm is shown in ����
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��� if � latest moves � failed �
then repeat� re�ll �
else � grounding�

repeat� integrate�
accommodate�
database ��

if � latest speaker � usr �
then repeat� re�ll �
else store
�

If the interpreter failed on the latest utterance� the agenda is re	lled �usually with

a request repeat move�� otherwise� a grounding rule is applied which enters the lat�

est move into shared�lm� After grounding� the e�ects of the move are integrated

into the information state� which may require question and�or task accommoda�

tion� If necessary� database searches are performed� Finally� if the latest move was

performed by the user� the agenda is re	lled� otherwise� the current shared 	eld

is stored in private�tmp in case the next optimistic grounding assumption should

prove to be wrong�

The current control algorithm in GoDiS simply calls each module in turn in a

serial fashion� The selection algorithm simply picks the 	rst applicable rule�

��� EDIS

The EDIS system �Matheson et al�� 
����� uses a notion of information state based

on �Poesio � Traum� ����� Poesio � Traum� ������ using the record representation

used for coding information states in �Cooper et al�� ����� Poesio et al�� ������ The

informational components consist of a common ground part� a semi�public part� and

a private part� as with GoDiS� The common part includes four types of information�

obligations of dialogue participants to perform actions �OBL�� social commitments

that participants have that propositions hold �SCP�� a dialogue history of acts

that have been performed �DH�� and conditional statements that will establish

obligations or commitments� given the performance of appropriately typed dialogue

acts �COND�� The semi�public part� analogous to temp in GoDiS� are a collection

of discourse units �DUs� �Traum � Hinkelman� ���
�� which represent coherent

bundles of information that are grounded �added to the common ground �Clark �

Schaefer� ������ together� Private information includes the intentions of the agent

being modeled� The formal representations of EDIS are shown in ���� where PT�R is

a record containing the type of information contained in common ground� shown to

the right� Only two DUs are represented� CDU for current� and PDU� the previous

one� UDUs is a list of the DUs �which may include the ones identi	ed in PDU

and�or CDU� which are not grounded�

���

�
�����

G � PT�R

CDU �
h
C � PT�R
ID � DU�ID

i
PDU �

h
C � PT�R
ID � DU�ID

i
UDUs � List�DU�ID�
INT � List�Action�

�
����� PT�R �

�
�DH � List�Action�
OBL � List�Action�
SCP � List�Prop�
COND � List�Action�

�
�

EDIS uses a modi	ed version of the dialog acts from the DRI coding scheme �Dis�
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course Resource Initiative� ������ giving them precise e�ect conditions according

to aspects of the information state in ���� EDIS uses the same general pipelining

of modules as GoDiS� however the update algorithm is a bit di�erent� Whenever a

set of dialogue acts are placed in latest moves� the following algorithm is applied�

applying a set of update rules in each step�

���� a� Create a new DU and push it on top of UDUs �and set CDU to this one�

moving the old CDU to PDU��

b� Perform updates on the basis of backwards grounding acts� such as merg�

ing PDU�C with G for an acknowledgement�

c� If any other type of act is observed� record it in the dialogue history in

CDU and apply the update rules for this kind of act�

d� Apply update rules to all parts of the IS which contain newly added acts�

There is also a deliberation step� applied for each system turn� which leads to the

system developing new intentions on the basis of obligations� potential obligations

that would result from conditions �in the COND 	eld of G or CDU� if an intended

act were performed� as well as insu�ciently understood dialogue acts and intentions

to perform complex acts� Following deliberation� dialogue acts are selected to ful	ll

any intentions� and placed in the next moves interface variable� for the generation

module to act on�

��� Other TrindiKit Systems

We brie�y mention two other TrindiKit systems� More details on the theories of

information state underlying these systems can be found in �Traum et al�� ������

while details of the systems themselves can be found in �Bos et al�� ������

The MIDAS system uses the DRS structures of DRT �Kamp � Reyle� ����� as a

major component of its information state� As part of the root DRS will be subor�

dinate DRSes representing events mentioned in the dialogue� as well as tracking of

grounding� using a simpli	ed version of the theory proposed in �Poesio � Traum�

������ Multiple theorem provers are used both for pragmatic aspects of dialogue

act interpretation and to implement some of the conditional tests on the update

rules� An example of a MIDAS information state can be seen in ����� in which the

DRS represents a question the system has asked one of a set of questions� with

other future questions remaining on an agenda�

����

ask(x3, x2, x1)
question(x1)
the_user(x2)
the_system(x3)
informative(x1)

UDUS: [x1]

x5

location(x5)
Q go(x4,x2)

event(x4)
location(x4,x5)

x4

x1:

x1 x2 x3

DRS =

query(Where do you want to start?)
query(When do you want to travel?)
calculate(routes)
query(Which route do you want?)

Agenda =

Another system focuses on conversational game theory� recasting the existing

Autoroute system �Lewin� ����� in the current framework� Conversational games
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are formalized as recursive transition networks� The top�level information state type

is a record� as shown in ��
�� The top level distinguishes a dialogue participants role

as rational agent and conversational game�player� with the intuition that the details

of the latter should not be major factors in the former� Actions and agenda�items

are themselves records with multiple 	elds�

��
�

�
���
rational agent �

h
plan � Stack�Action�
scoreboard � Set�Prop�

i
game player �

�
agendaitem � Stack�Agendaitem�
currtoken � Token
alltokens � Stack�Set�Prop��

�
�
���

� Discussion

We feel the work presented here makes several modest contributions toward an

objective of �best practice in dialogue systems design� The 	rst is a toolkit for

building dialogue managers that can be closer to the level of a theory of dialogue

processing than is available in most systems� There are a number of dialogue system

toolkits available �e�g�� those reviewed in �Bohlin et al�� ����b� Luz� ������� however

these are mostly at the level of wiring together global dialogue states and actions�

rather than at the level of considering and acting on speci	c information in the

dialogue context� We hope that a tool such as TrindiKit� and especially the com�

putational view of dialogue modeling as using precisely de	ned information states

and updates can help bridge the currently fairly considerable gap between practical

dialogue systems and more theoretical approaches to dialogue�

Second� we hope that the speci	cation of components of information state can

help clarify both what is meant by dialogue management and the role of di�erent

aspects of dialogue management� There are a number of dialogue systems functions

closely related to dialogue management� though there is a wide di�erence in partic�

ular systems as to how these functions are divided into �conceptual or implementa�

tional� modules� and whether� even if there is a module called dialogue manager� it

will have these functions� For example� in many systems� the key dialogue manage�

ment task is control of the dialogue� e�g�� by tracking dialogue state and performing

state�speci	c functions� In other systems� �e�g�� �Allen et al�� ������� there is a cen�

tral hub controller� and the dialogue manager is one of many �spokes� Control can

also be distinguished into program control and data��ow aspects� If data �ow is too

implicit or inaccessible� this may block certain kinds of dialogue management func�

tions� such as timely explicit feedback on the source of problems� when the system

has trouble deciding what was said or what to do� Finally� there is a distinction

between features of the current state of processing and operations to perform on the

basis of that state� The framework presented in this paper� with clear separations

between information state� update mechanisms� and control �ow can help clarify

some of these tricky issues� allowing for more �exible experimentation on a wide

range of dimensions�

Indeed� perhaps the main advantage of implementing dialogue systems in a frame�

work like this one is the ability to compare many aspects of such systems� e�g�� the
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di�erent sorts of examples presented in Section �� While any well�designed system

�e�g�� �Smith � Hipp� ����� Walker et al�� ������ should allow a range of experimen�

tation of di�erent parameters� it is much more di�cult to compare di�erent systems

or approaches to the same phenomena� By specifying di�erent notions of informa�

tion state �and related updates and algorithms�� we can compare� e�g�� whether

an approach to question�answering is best made with reference to dialogue game

grammars� Questions Under Discussion� or elements of rational and social agency�

such as intentions and obligations �see also �Larsson� �������

��� Next Steps

We are currently extending the work presented here in several directions� First�

gaining more experience with using the TrindiKit to build dialogue managers� and

improving the tools provided to the system designer� Along with this will come

evaluation� both of the resulting systems and the utility of the toolkit for building

such systems�

Another avenue is visualization tools to better examine the contents of the infor�

mation state as the dialogue progresses� and allow for easier writing of rules� We are

currently exploring integration with the THISTLE visualization tool �Calder� ������

THISTLE is a parameterizable display engine and editor for diagrams� allowing the

inclusion of interactive diagrams within Web pages�
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